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I. The Problem

Historically, industrial growth and associated urban activities

in Kenya have been concentrated in Nairobi and to a lesser extent in

Mombasa. There is some evidence that Nairobi has been increasing in

importance relative to other towns in Kenya. Comparisons are now avail-

able to show changes between 1957 and 1961 and hopefully'additional

following tables are taken from S.H. Ominde (8).

figures to being the picture up to date will be forthcoming soon. The

(All Figures are Ber'Cent)

PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION, OF INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHHENTS AND EMPLOYMENT

1957 1961
Employ-

ment
% of Total
Population

1962

Establish-
ments

Establish-
,ments

Employ-
ment

NAIROBI EPD 41.00 36.71 L~3. 27 41.L~3 3.6
COAST 18.71 17.63 18.36 16.19 8.4
RIFT VALLEY 18.11 18.03 17.61 15.30 12.2
CENTRAL 9.89 13.93 8.68 13.60 22.4
NYANZA 9.89 7.69 10.31 7.43 35.0
SOUTHERN ' 2.38, 5.74 1.76 5.78 11.7
NORTHERN 0.26 0.26 6.8

Source: Ominde, p. 77. (Kenya Census of Manufacturing 1961).----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHl'1f:NTSAND EMPLOYHENT BY MAJOR TOv.'NS

(All Figures are Per Cent)

1957
Establishments Employment

NAIROBI CITY 53.83 57.67
l'10MMSA TOWN 22.35 22.62
NAKtJRU 6.53 4.65
ELDORET 3.26 3.14
KITALE 2.77 1.32
THIKA· 3.43 5.38
KISUMU 7.83 5.22

MAIN TOWNS AS PERCENT OF NATIONAL TOTAL
NAIROBI AS PERCENT OF NATIONAL TOTAL
MOMBASA AS PERCENT OF NATIONAL TOTAL

1961
Establishmcnts Employment

54.30 57.62
22.04 20.10

6.00 5.87
4.21 3.90
2.27 0.93•
3.-24 7~17
9.9,4 4.41
1957 1961

58.03 67.16
33.03 38.70
12.95 13.50
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There has been growing politicaL concern- about this concentration

and some kind of regional equalization or deconcentration of industry (and

urban growth) has at times been stated to be a goal for the economy.

However, there has been little systematic investigation of the costs as

well as benefits of such a policy. Furthermore relatively little is known

about the specific measures that woul.d be required to effect the preferred

geographical configuration of industrial growth.

This concern is hardly unique to Kenya. Both developed and develop-

ing countries hav.e attempted to various ways to decrease the degree of

regional concentration in their economies. The United Kingdom has pursued

the problem through "new towns:; and t;depressed areas" programs with some

apparent success. In developing. countries the problem has appeared principall~

in the form of "primacylt of a single center; usually the capital cit~ and

a variety of programs have been proposed to redress the imbalance, particularl~

in India.l

However, in a recent article Alonso III has cast some doubt on the
that

advisabili ty of pursuing such objecti ves • Fir-st, he points out! the idea of

regional equity is not clear. Indeed, the achievement of a more even

geographical or regional'distribution of income may be consistent with a

more skewed distribution of personal income. The goal of regional equity

needs to be examined mo-re;':-closelythan has usually been the case. More

important, he points out that this goal of regional equity may well conflict

with the goal of economic efficiency for the economy as a whole ..

Nevertheless, it seems to me that the goal of regional equity

springs from important and legitimate political forces. We presently lack

quantativeinformation to estimate the degree of conflict between the goals

of regional equity and economic efficiency (narrowly defined) and the

trade off between them. It is the purpose of this paper to provide a first

step towards filling this gap.



II. An Approach to the Problem

It.is of course extremely difficult if not impossible to try to

quantify the political, social or ethical benefits of a particular policy.

However, it may be possible to ascertain the economic costs or benefits

to the society of a policy so that decision makers have at least some·rough

idea of the situation. Specifically,it is useful to ask the question:

what will industrial deconcentrationcost the economy in terms of domestic

(National) product? If the answer turns out to be a negative quantity

(economic gains) all is well since economic and political goals will be

mutually supporting. However, if the costs turn out to be highs then the

decision makers will be forced to decide how they will resolve the conflict

between political and economic goals.

Therefore an analytical framework is needed that will enable one

to estimate the costs of alternative policies.

It would seem that the place to start is to identify factors that

will cause social costs to vary between one or another spatial structure of

industry. However, defining a spatial structure in a way that leads to

manageable problems is not at all obvious. I intend to start in a very

simple way -- that of considering the economy as consisting of only five

points. Particularly, I will begin with Nairobi, Mombasa, Nakuru, Na;uki,
. '"

and Kisumu. I will explicitly consider only industrial production (and

employment). An implicit assumption is that all activity is concentrated in

a single urban centre in each region which, while hardly innocent, appears

to be a reasonable starting point for analysis.

It seems to me that the factors that will vary among spatial struc-

tures can be divided into the following four categories: transportation,

labour ,..direct pz-oduct ion costs other than labour, and urban infrastructure

and servio€s. The object of the exercise will then be to determine

level~ of social costs required to produce a given bill of goods when different

cons-cr-af.nt s vcn spatLaf structure of industrial acti vity are imposed. It should

be 'loted that this approach is essentially static. Comparisons will be made



in time. (At a later point I·will >briefly discuss making the model explicitly

dynamic but this seems to be a reasonahle point to begin considering the

problem. )

An analytical technique that appea.rs to be suitable for the task

at hand is that of linqar programming. In the next section a proposed multi-

region linear programming Ivill be outlined aridthe problems of implementing

the model for Kenya will be discussed in tho subsequent section.

III. The Model

The first problem to be faced in developing such a model is the

choice of an objective function. Although in many ways the most analytically

satisfactory approach, which has been followed by Lefeber I~I and Vietorisz

111/, is maximizing output subject to resource availabilities, this is

hardly feasible when one is concerned only vrith a subsector of the economy

such as the relatively small industrial sector in Kenya, Therefore the

objective in this model will be to minimize the social costs of producing

a predetermined bill of goods with the regional pattern of deliveries also

specified. (This approach has also been used by Hurter and Hoses IIjj and

Kendrick I~I j This objective is stated in equation (1).

(1) MIN: c = I
L
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where:

irr = social cost of a-unit of primary factor (resources)
r at production point i(i = 1, ..., I; r = 1,...., R)~

.hrkl -

ij\ -

.P
l n -

input requirement of primary factor r per unit of production
of commodity k at production point i (k=l, ..., k), -

number of units of commodity k shipped from production point
i to consumption point j. (j = 1, ..., J). •

social cost of imported or non-industrial intermediate
commodi ty n delivered to production point i. (n = 1,··... ,N) ,
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.M k
l n

or non-industrial intermediate
input requirement of imported~~ommodity n per unit of
commodity k produced at point 'i~

social cost of transporting OLe unit of commodity k from
point i to point ~. (iitk = 0).

capacity
social cost of having a plant of/~ for producing commodity
k, and

z" k

em integer variable indicating the number of plants of size
Sk for producing commodity k at point i.

The first term on the right hand side of equation (1) is the social

costs of primary factors of production used to produce the entire bill of

goods. These primary factors will include labour (I' = 1), power, and water.

Capital inputs are not included since I assume that capital costs 'are

independent of location although there is no logical reason why they cannot

be included if this assumption is unwarranted. Social costs of labour are

not independent of wage policy but will be estimated for alternative wage

policies (see Harris and Todaro /~7) and will include not only foregone

agricultural output but also specific costs of u:r;'baninfrastructure.that

vary directly with population. Other urban infrastructure costs that vary

with output will be included in primary resource costs.
and non-industrial

The second term in (1) consists of the costs of imported/intermediate

goods using an appropriate exchange rate and includes transport costs of

moving the imports from point of embarkation to using point. Social costs

of transporting goods, both f~ intermediate and final uses are contained

in the third term of (l). The final term arises from the fact that with

economies of scale in same lines of production, excess capacity may have to

be maintained. The cost of such capacity, however, should be minimized.

The first of the constraints to be considered is the delivery

requirements for final demand of each commod ity at each point. as shown by

equations (2).

(2) J
ij~

K J
X .BkL L L j ~m jp m > J ,

i=l m=l p=l

(j = 1, • e • , J; k = 19 ... , K),



·akJ m_ input requirements of commodity k per unit of commodity m
produced at point j, and

specified final demand for commodity l<; at point jo

The first term on the left hand side of (2) is the total availability

of k in j while the second term accounts for Lnt erme dt ate uses. The Bis

are specified from outside the model. Determination of the B's actually

to be used empirically \oJi}lbe discussed in 2. later section.

If some primary resources are in limited supply, equations (3)

reflect the facto

(3) J
E

j=l

K
L

k=l
. R ("_'< 1. r ,= 1, 0.0 9 I; r = l , o. 0, R) 9

where
.R
~ r total endowment of primary factor r at point i.

These constraints can arise in two ways. First there may be an absolute

capacity for providing some resource such as water or the resource may be

available only at rising social costo In thE: latter case the supply func-

tion will be approximated by D series of step functions. This is handled

by redefining the primary factor as more than one factor, each of which has
cits different cost (i r). For instance labour may be such a case since

additional labour has to be drawn from further away and may also incur

rising me.rginal infrastructure costs. Then r=J. will refer to the first R

units of labour used (iRl) which incur cost (icl) and r=2 wiil refer to the

next R units of labour (iR2) which will incur a higher cost (ic2)o

Commodities will also have to be redifinedo For instance shoes made with

the lower cost labour \vi11 be designated k:L~ and shoes made with the higher

cost labour will be k=5. Then ib15::::Oand tb24 =0 while ib14 = ib25 > O.

Equations (2) will then have to be modified so that the sum of net availabil-

ities of k=4,5 will be greater than or equal to the required deliveries of

shoes in i. It is immediately apparent that such a procedure should be used •

only when necessary since the number of variables in the program .vi11 be

multiplied by the number of steps in the supply function of each primary

resource. (Note that with 5 regions aroQ,lG-ccmmorlLties the program already

has 250 of the choice variables ilk) 0
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The crucial constraint in the modeL wht ch allows deliberate action

to spre2d activity in a geographically desirbale manner is (4).

(4) J K
L: L

j=l ..k=L

J K
L L:

j~l k=l

(i=l, ••• ,I) 0

In equa t ion (4) r=l is labour wh Lch is treated as a single primary factor.

(I~ because of rising social c05ts)labour

was designated as more than one resource, orie ,.•ou ld have to sum over the

labour categories). The first tern of (4) is total employment generated

in i while the term in brackets is total employment

created in the entire industrial sector. Therefore (4) states that employ-

ment at i will hAve to be at least some fraction i of total employment

and of course I I am assuming that the real political objective
Ct

i£:1 i < 1.
of deconcentrat~on is spreading employment opportunities more evenly than

is presently the casco Othor measures of activity thAt could be regionally

constrained include gross output, value added, or wage bill but in each

case additional values would have to be included in the model and it's not

clear why the first two would h~vc as much political significance as employ-

mente If wage bill is to enter, all that is required is for each term in

(4) to be multiplied by the appropriate wage, A regional balance-of-payments

constraint is also a possibility but seems less rGlcvant for this problem

than the others mentioned.

The final constraint to be cons i.der-cdis l.evels of productive capacity

in each region for each good. If we are concerned only with production

arising from net additions to capacity over some ttme period, sufficient'

capacity will have to be provided to produce the desired bill of goods.

Since capital costs should be insensitive to location, it would at first

appear that the model described by equations (1) - (4) will dictate the"

locations at which this new capacity should be located which, indeed is the

essence of the problem I am concerned with. However, if for some goods the

production cost differentials arc small relative to commodity transportation
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towards self sufficiency at each point except in the cases of heavy weight-

losing inputs or the regional activity constraints. This arises from the

assumption of constant returns to scale implicit in the mo de l, Indeed, if

there are constant returns that is exactly what should happeno

If, however. there are economies of scale in some activ~ties it will

become optimal to balance transport costs against production cost savings

and a more concentrated production pattern for anyone good will arisc.

Scale economies present a considerable difficulty since the feasible set

becomes non~convex and the ordinary linear programming techniques break

down. Manne /J./ has dealt with the case of continuous economies of scale

in plant size and shows that the problem is manage ab Ie but. complicated.

An alternative approach which appears reasonable is to assume that there

is a plant size at which costs are minimized and that variable production

costs are constant for any level of production in such a plant. This

requires that productive capacity be provided in even multiples of such a

plant size. This assumption is reflected in oquations (~).

(5) J
l:

j==l
(k==l".o, K~ i=l, ••• , 1)

where

Sk:: the optimal plant size for producing commodity k, and

i~:: a variable that is free to take on only integer values.

The inclusion of constraints (5) turnrthe problem into one of mixed integer

p rog rammf ng , Computational techniques exist for such a problem and have

been used by Kendrick /il. Since computation time is greatly increased

by adding the integer constraints it raakes sense to first comp,ute the

program without (5) and examine th~ pattern of plant sizes thet emerge in

the solution. If they are implausibly small, it is then worthwhile to

introduce constraints (5). It should be emphasized that these constraints

will not apply to all industries but only to those in which economies of

sca l.e:are Lmpo rt ant ,

The final constraint is the requirement that all X'..s are non-negative.
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\Hth this model one can begin to det ernn ne t.he costs of alternative
.a'values of the L in (4). First the optimal solution will be computed

a

when (4) arc omt t t cd whLch gives the; mt nfmum possible value of (1) for the

given pattern of f-n,:ll demands , technological constraints, and factor costs.

Then by introducing (4) the cost min irnf.z Lng solutiun can be computed with

ildditidnal social costs incurred by imposing specific constraints on the

regional distribution of activity.

It should be noted cxp lLc i t Ly how each of the elements of cost that

are l Lab Lc to vary with location arc taken account of in the mo de Ls Transport

costs appear directly in the minimand (1) in the form of t coefficients

for moving final and industrial intermediate goods and in the i> coefficients

for imported and non-industrial inputs. Social costs of labour appear in

the c coefficients (icl is usually taken to be labour although there may

well be more than one kind of labour incl~d8d) and direct production costs

are accounted for by the remaining c coefficients and regional differences

in the various input coe f f tc i en•..s (b t s and N's). The important e.lement s

of urban infrastructure are accounted for in two ways. First, elements.of

infrastructure cost that vary with popu lat Lou (e.g. -housing, sewerage, police,
are included in the iOlTs

and fire protection. etco)/while those that vary with production (e.g. power
directly

and water) are included/as prim?ry factors of production.

It may appear to be a glaring ommission that th0 model as outlined

above fails to specify a~y connection between levels of productio~ (hence

income generated) and consumption. Such a relationship could be added

although the problem would then become nona li.near , Comput at i.on prob lcms

aside given tte relatively small share of income originatlng in the

industrlal sector, moderate changes in industrial activity in a region will

probably not have a great effect on regional consumption which depends on

total regional income. Recall that a goodly portion of value edded will

accrue to owners of capital'assets and there is no reason to require that
.,. .,

this income will give rise to con sump t Lon ior Lnves tment in the same region.

A reasonably sImpl.e way to handle the problem is to vary the BVs somewhat

when the a's are varied and observe changes in (1) that result.



the externalities that gre usually rcferr£d to as agglomeration effects.

Hhile it dodges the issue somewhat ingenuously~ the argument can be made

that.deconcentration will mean that some economies of agglomeration are

lost'yet, in the long run, this will be more than offset by creating.J

additional centers in ,Which agglomeration economies \vill be reaped. 1111

ThiS, of course, requires that agglomeration economies increase at a decreasing

rntc with center size. It is notoriously difficult to concretely identify

agglomeration economies and I anl not aware of any empirical studies that

have effectively quantified them although a recent paper by Nixson I~I

repor,ts negative findings on agglomeration economies for Nairobi. Nonetheless

the notion of cumulative causation remains an appealing explanation of

regional growt h III and one has to count it as a weakness in the model that

such effects cannot be incorporated.

I have already indicated how the solutions to this model can be used

to give a quantitative estimate of the social costs incurred by forcing an

industrial pattern to be less geographically concentrated than it would be

in the absence of intervention. The second part of the problem is to devise

policies that will cause the desired p2ttern to become a readty. Again

this model can be helpful.

The dual problem9 in formal notation9 is stated in equations (7) and

(8)0

(7) Max:
K

N = E
k=l

J
E

j=l

R
E

r=l

I
E

i=1

subject to:

jVk
K -V- R -b - f.FiJ (!-G -~h();:h:7iblk iQk(8) - E I]amf/ Ij. I.E.I - I Ij. rl:) .+ - <

m=l r=l

ijtk
R

t?rf/
N-c- t?nf/ Pi! 9+ Ij. !./ +

r=l n=l

{j=1,00~9 J; i=l,ooo, I; k=1,000,K)0 and
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(i=l ,0 0 0 ~ 19 k=l, 0 ~ 0, K).

where

imputed value of good k at point: j for both final and
Lnt e rrnedf.ate use)

W
i r - imputed unit value of primary factor r at point i,
.G1. cost to the system of constraining the regional distribution of

activity to force employment of one more worker at i, and

iQk _ imputed unit value of capacity for producing one unit of k at
point i, "

and the requirement that all V, vJ, G, andQ variables be non-negat tve ,

The dual variables can be interpreted as imputed 'values of the final

goods and various constraints from the primal prob l.e.n, The iG variables are

particualrly interesting because they rcfl ect the additional social cost '

incurred by forcing one more unit of labour .tobe hired at,point L

It is interesting to examine the fourth term in (8) in some detaiL

r ha hG is a weighted sum of the GiS and can be interpreted 1.15 an average
h
value of Go If I: .a

=1 then all of the constraints (4) will be satisfied~
i

as equalities and the G's will'be positiveo If all these GiS were positive

and equal, then the above term \.;'1II be equal to zero 0 On the other hand,

ifr i
a

< 1, then some of the constraints (L~) will be satisfied as inequalities
i

and the corresponding G's "Jill == 00 The above term in the dual constraint

for such regions will be negative (as it will be also for any regions for

which the G variable is less than the ave.rage)o A negative. value for the

term can be interpreted as an Lmput cd quas t-s rent; per unit of labour used in

the r cg Lon, If the term is positive, as it wi Ll, be in regions with higher

than average GOs, it can be considered as a negative quasi-lF£nt per unit

labour usedo If 'a tax equal to L r ha hG
= i

G.7 iblk were levied on
h

each unit of commodity k produced in i (a subsidy if the above term is

negative) would compensate producers for locating in the relatively' high

cost areas where additional employment is desired for political or social

purposeso However, in determining tax and subsidy arrangements attention



There remain two o~standing issues wi~ respect to policies. First,

it is quite clear that private costs are not identical to social costs in

many cases. Hinimum wage legislation makes labour considerably more
not

expensive than its opportunity cost, it isLclear that private and social

costs of power are identical, and it is quite certain that transportation

charges and social costs diverge substantially. Therefore an examination
, '

of the entire price structure is required before specific tax and subsidy

proposals can be outlined. It may be useful to notc, however, that if

private and social costs diverge uniformly ,at all locations, the divergence

becomes unimportant for the location problem although other inefficiencies

in resource allocation will occur. The other issue is fundamental. The

logic of the linear prograrmning model implies perfectly competitive behavior

on the part of producers or a centrally planned economy adhering to Lange-

Lerner Rules. Much of the analysis is still relevant to non-competitive

firms providing that -t hey are cost minimizers. The problem arises. in a severe

form, however, if entrepreneurs make location decisions according to personal

locational preferences as well as cost factors. It is sometimes alleged that

European investors locate firms in Nairobi because of the congenial living

conditions and ,amenities even though other locntions may be more profitable.

Such preferences will either have to be taken into account in determining

tax and subsidy schemes or else some form of direct control through licensing

or land allocation must be resorted to. It i.s important, however, to consider

the incentive effects of such policies since they could lead to less invest-

ment and underfulfilment of aggregate production targetso

IV. Implementation of the Hodel

The model outlined above is empirically implementable although the

data requirements are far from trivial.
•

I have mentioned earlier the decision_to treat the economy as con-

sisting of five points. The commodity breakdown will consist of ten

industries: food processing, beverages and tobacco, textil~s,. f oot.we arvand

~lothing, paper and printing, leather and rubber goods, chemicals and

petrochemicals, non-metalic minerals, metal products and engineering, and
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miscellaneous manufactu·ring~, Tht~' 'irtdu's"Lr'faT breakdown has been chosen

because data are available 'on input requirements at such a level- and the

forthcoming Kenya Development plan w i lI contain output:'targets for 'these

industries. It would be desirable to subdivide the industries much \n'ore

finely but here one must corripromisedetail for computability, recalling that

with five regions the number of choice 'variables will be 25 tinles the number

of commodities if no step supply functions for primary factors are used.

Given plan projections for 1974 output of each of these con~odity

groups, the next step is to net out intermediate uses and allocate the

balance 'which will consist of final demand for both consumption and invest-

ment and allocate these quantities to regions on the basis of rough estimate

of planned regional income and investment. The problem of exports Also

arises. It seems reasonable to assign exports' to Uganda to final demand

at Kisumu and exports to elsewhere to final demand at Nombasa.

The various input coefficients of imports, primary factors, and inter-

mediate industrial goods will be estimated from data now being processed to

produce an input-output table for Kenya.

-A recent study ulade for the East African Community on transport by

the Economist Intelligence Unit is available to provide

estimates of social costs of transporting particular commodities by particu-

lar mode between given points.

Social costs of labour at different points will become available from

the work on rural-urban labour migration now being done by Mr. Henry Rempel

at IDS Nairobi.

Finally, some additional collection of data costs of urban infrastructur

and services will be required.

If data collection proceeds as now anticipated the comptftation will

be performed next year at LIT where a mixed integer program is available.
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v. Desirable Extensions and Modifications

The approach discussed so far is clearly only A first step. One of

the obvious ways in which it could be Lmp rove d would be to make the model

explicitly dynamic. If this were done, one could derive optimal .t Irne paths

of investment in both ~roductive capacity and infrastructure at each

location. Such an approach is f easLb le , ClS has been shown by Kendrick

/~/, but must be taken as a second stage of analysis since additional data

on capital and infrastructure requirements wi.I L be needed.

Secondly, it would be useful to extend the coverage of the model from

Kenya to all of East Africa. Such a model could be quite useful in deter-

mining rational locational patterns of industry under the terms of the EAC

agreements. Again, this is merely a matter of time. One must first

complete the smaller task before going on to more ambitious ones but I

would hope to be able eventually to make this extension.

It is interesting to note that a rather similar approach is being

taken in a study by the Economic Comnlission for Africa that will attempt

to determine appropriate patterns of industrial location and specialization

for Eastern Africa. In this exercise a regional ba1ance-of-payments

constraint is probably the most reasonable one (rather than employment or

value added) since the problem of financing multilateral trade in industrial

goods is important. The same might apply to an East African Community exercise.

Thirdly, it would be nice to include the agricultural and other non-

industrial sectors and maximize output subject to resource availabilities and

regional activity level constraints. It makes sense to be concerned with

relative levels of total income among the regions rather than with industrial

employment only. However, this becomes an extremely complicated project Clnd

indeed would involve a complete planning model with regional detail. Data

requirements would become extremely onerous and the computational problems

would also become formidable. This remains a desirablE:!but still far-off

extension of the basic approach outlined here •

. Finally, it would be desirable to relax the assumption of regional

industrial activity being concentrated at a single point even though the
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in a limited number of growth centers nt~ich economies of sC2le and

agglomeration can be achieved. However~ we still know relatively littl~

and the conceptua l : tool s are still primitive: for· looking at. the optimal

di:,pers;t'Ori of activity am~mgvarious sized centers within a. region. At

the moment I am unable to do more' than suggest that this is an issue of

fundamental' Lmpor tance 'which' deserves attention.

VI. Conclusion

I have tried to present an analytical approach that will enable us

to say something about the costs that .would be in,curred from forcfng
.. --..- '-, ." .

industrial and urban growth Lnto a l.ess conc ent r at ed pattern than has been
".- ',' ,~ - P.~.-.. ',', '_.' .".... '. ~. _._-

emerging spontaneously in Kenya. A multioregion linear progrannning model

incorporating both rising supply functions and integer~onstraints on

plant size has· been outlined. '.Data requirements for empirical Iy implement-

ing the model in Kenya have been suggested. Finally, some desirable

extensions to the modd have been discussed.

Hhile -t.her e .3re-:s.~r:iouslilil;i.tJl.J:;Jons to such anappro~ch, it would

seem to be a useful first step towards providi~g'-a quantitaf:lv~t-Da:'siS' for

guiding policy decisions in this very irop~~i~n~ ~r~~ of concern •

.. ....•- ' - ..-.- .

":

',-' ...--: ,.. '~ ... -.':......, .., .... ,'
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NOTES

* Visiting Research Fellow on leave from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. I am grateful to the Rockefeller Foundation for financial
support and to Peter Diamond for useful criticisms on an earlier
version of this pap.pr which was presented to the University of East
Africa Social ~cience Conference at Kampala in December 1968. However,
I alone am responsible for remaining errors.

10 Some information regarding approaches that have been tried can be
found in [J.![I. Particularly, the English. Indian, French, and
Yugoslav experiences are of interest.
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